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Each year we will offer the opportunity for the everyday artisans among us to show off their 
artistic flair and creativity by spotlighting different handmade forms of art. Our goal is to 
introduce a few different genre each year as a way to include as many different Artisans in the 
Sandwich Fair Arts Department as possible. After all, there are a lot of very talented people out 
there and we at the Sandwich Fair want to encourage and support them.  
 
For 2023, our spotlight features;  
1. Woodworking  
2. Upcycle/ recycled Art (each piece must be constructed of at least 85% re cycled or 
repurposed materials)  
3. Pottery and clay work. 
 
 Woodworking 

A. In the Kitchen - All pieces must have been hand made by the entrant at some time in 
their life. One piece per category, please. Entrants may not compete against themselves. 
All things that are found in the kitchen including, but not limited to, cutting boards, 
serving trays, bowls, utensils, nutcrackers. Use your imagination and creativity. Judging 
will be based on craftsman/woman ship , quality of the piece and creativity. Each piece 
must be made entirely of wood.  

B. Sculpture - Purely decorative and made entirely of wood.  
1.  12 inches and smaller  
2. 12.5 inches or larger. May include chainsaw art. Pieces will be judged on their 
aesthetic and quality of works man/woman ship. One piece per category only, please. 

 
 Upcycle/recycle Art  
     Each piece must be constructed of at minimum of 85% recycled/ found materials. One piece 
per person per category. Pieces will be judged on their creative use of materials, functionality 
when applicable, and quality of construction. 
 

A.   Flowers and insects. Each piece must have both a flower of any type and an insect of  
any type.  
B.  Useful household items. It could be a lamp, piece of furniture, or any item that can be  
used in the home. Use your creativity. Pieces must be functional.  

 
Pottery and Clay work - Each piece must be handmade by the exhibitor. One entry per person 
per category. Pieces will be judged on quality of craftsman./woman-ship as well as parameters 
stated within the specific category description. 
 



 A. Twins - Two of the same of anything the entrant chooses. Two cups or two plates or two 
bowls or two jugs…They must be as close to identical as possible in shape, size, color, 
texture, etc..  

B. Sculpture… the human form All entries must be some part of the human body…keep it 
classy please. Participants may highlight of part of the human form or more. There is no size 
limit or minimum.  

C. For Kids only… pinch pots All participants must be 18 years or younger. Please make a 
pinch pot of any type. Coils should be of even size and shape. Pots will be judged on neatness 
, quality of shape, and beauty. Age 5 and under 6 to 8. 9 to 12. 13 to 15. 16 to 18. 

 


